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							Implement natural language processing applications with Python using a problem-solution approach. This book has numerous coding exercises that will help you to quickly deploy natural language processing techniques, such as text classification, parts of speech identification, topic modeling, text summarization, text generation, entity extraction, and sentiment analysis. 
						


						
							Natural Language Processing Recipes starts by offering solutions for cleaning and preprocessing text data and ways to analyze it with advanced algorithms. You’ll see practical applications of the semantic as well as syntactic analysis of text, as well as complex natural language processing approaches that involve text normalization, advanced preprocessing, POS tagging, and sentiment analysis. You will also learn various applications of machine learning and deep learning in natural language processing.

						


						
							By using the recipes in this book, you will have a toolbox of solutions to apply to your own projects in the real world, making your development time quicker and more efficient. 
						


						
							What You Will Learn

						
								
									Apply NLP techniques using Python libraries such as NLTK, TextBlob, spaCy, Stanford CoreNLP, and many more
	
									Implement the concepts of information retrieval, text summarization, sentiment analysis, and other advanced natural language processing techniques.
	
									Identify machine learning and deep learning techniques for natural language processing and natural language generation problems


						

						


						
							Who This Book Is For

						
							Data scientists who want to refresh and learn various concepts of natural language processing through coding exercises. 
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Integrated Computing Technology: First International Conference, INTECH 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the INTECH 2011 Program Committee and the University of Sao
	Carlos in Brazil, we welcome you to the proceedings of the First International
	Conference on Integrated Computing Technology (INTECH 2011). The INTECH
	2011 conference explored new advances in computing technology and its applications.
	It brought together...
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A Practical Guide To Business Writing: Writing In English For Non-Native SpeakersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Nowadays, letters, reports and emails are vital components of business practice. Communication is increasingly global, but it’s not any easier to understand or contribute to for non-fluent English speakers. There is increasing pressure to be able to produce effective documents for a business environment but little help out there to do...
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Truth, Lies, and Online Dating: Secrets to Finding Romance on the InternetCourse Technology PTR, 2005

	We are all very savvy, grownup people who have embraced the online world as the best place to meet someone. But underneath our savvy exteriors, we’re all little babies when we gethurt.


	When it comes to love and relationships, we’ve learned the lesson of touching the hot stove. Burned once, or lots more than once, we are...
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The Philosophy of Gottlob FregeCambridge University Press, 2005
Begriffsschrift was, as the subtitle announced, a formula language of pure
thought modeled upon the language of arithmetic. Frege borrowed the notation
for functions from arithmetic, and enlarged the realm of applicability
of a function beyond the domain of numbers. Then, supplanting the
subject/predicate division, which was...
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A Cell Biologist's Guide to Modeling and BioinformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A step-by-step guide to using computational tools to solve problems in cell biology
Combining expert discussion with examples that can be reproduced by the reader, this text introduces an array of informatics tools that are available for analyzing biological data and modeling cellular processes. You learn to fully leverage public databases and...
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Architectural Design of Multi-Agent Systems: Technologies and Techniques (Premier Reference Series)IGI Global, 2007
Multi-agent systems (MAS) have emerged as a new methodology to address the issues in organizing large-scale software systems. This methodology provides a conceptual model that helps maintaining constraints, a task conventional software engineering is unable to achieve. In recent years, MAS has been used in various areas in computer science and...
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